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Welcome to our Summer newsletter.

Happy New Year to everyone from all of us here at the Flower Garden.

This is just a short note to inform you of some exciting new furniture ranges which have 
recently arrived or will be coming into store over the next few months.  Our premium 
furniture brands Tribu, Gloster, Manutti and Vincent Sheppard continue to push the 
boundaries of outdoor furniture to a point where style and comfort is equal to indoor 
furniture.  This is an ongoing development which blurs the line between in and out of the 
home.  Most people designing a new home now consider their outdoor entertaining areas 
to be an integral part of their home.  A prime example of this in-out philosophy is Tribu's 
beautiful Tosca sofa pictured below.

We are excited to announce that we will be stocking a fabulous new range of indoor tables 
and chairs from Vincent Sheppard, see details on page 5.  

To help us accommodate all of this new stock we are having a sale from January 5th to 
the 16th.  There are some amazing discounts on floor stock and end of run items, see the 
back page for more details.

Hope to see you soon at The Flower Garden.

www.f lowergarden.com.au
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GLOSTER SPLIT TABLE 
& SWAY CHAIRS TRIBU TOSCA OUTDOOR LOUNGE



new outdoor furniture
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Illum by Tribu

The Illum collection refers to the classical Scandinavian 
furniture archetypes, translated with updated materials 
for outdoors. Aluminium is used like sculpted wood 
throughout the collection, with smooth transitions 
from crisp to soft lines. Functionality is paramount 
for Illum, without compromising on comfort and class 
however. The soft-curving back support provides an 
inviting view and seating comfort. The table with its 
slim legs is kept pure and simple. An extra plus of the 
table is that it is available in two widths: the standard 
98 cm or narrow version of 71 cm.  Table tops are 
available in Teak or Ceramic.  Ceramic is available 
in matching or contrasting colours to the frame, 3 
colours are available.

TRIBU ILLUM DINING TABLE WHITE FRAME AND WHITE CERAMIC TOP 
WITH ILLUM CHAIRS

NEW 2016 TRIBÙ ILLUM  DINING TABLE WITH TEAK TOP  AND VINTAGE ARMCHAIRS WITH MATCHING TEAK LEGS

Tosca by Tribù New Wenge colourway 2017
The Tosca outdoor collection is warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing.  Tribù for 
the first time called upon a female designer to create an outdoor furniture range with 
a more feminine touch.  Monica Armani succeeded in her challenge : rounded forms, 
tapered legs and an elegant seating shell in powder coated stainless steel, upholstered 
with extra-wide braiding. The material for the braiding is genuinely innovative : foam 
mousse is encased in a seamless sheath of knitted textilene and polyolefine which 
makes the material weather-resistant, but also surprisingly soft to the touch. The seating 
comfort is especially pleasant, thanks to the comfortable outdoor cushions. 

NEW 2017, TRIBÙ TOSCA
 OUTDOOR CLUB CHAIR AND SIDE TABLE IN WENGE

NEW 2017, TRIBÙ TOSCA
 OUTDOOR LONGING IN WENGE

ILLUM PIOMBO CERAMIC TABLE TOP WITH WENGE 
FRAME & ILLUM WENGE CHAIRS
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new outdoor furniture

Carver by Gloster

This chic table design has legs that appear to 
have been sculpted from a solid block, similar 
to the way an artist can carve a picture into a 
piece of wood and create a unique piece. The 
table tops are available in a pumice coloured 
ceramic or beautiful teak slats with a buffed 
finish.  The powder coat Aluminium frames 
are available in white or meteor (pictured).  
Carver tables come in 3 sizes 170cm, 220cm 
and 280cm all by 99cm wide.
Gloster make a wide selection of dining chairs 
which are coordinated with the same colour 
ways to complement the tables

Bernard Teak Table by Vincent's Garden new 2016

The stunning new Bernard tables from Vincent's Garden have a contemporary 
design.  These tables are precisely crafted and constructed of solid, A grade, 
Indonesian plantation teak.  No expense has been spared in the choice of the 
finest timber and construction methods, these tables are built to last a life time.  
The Bernard table is available in 3 sizes big enough to sit 8, 10 or up to 12 people 
with the large 3m size.  They are available with a wide variety of chair designs to 
suit your needs

NEW 2016, CARVER TEAK TOP 2.8M TABLE WITH ASSORTED GLOSTER CHAIRS

NEW 2016  VINCENT'S GARDEN, BERNARD SOLID TEAK TABLE WITH EDGARD CHAIRS

CARVER TABLE WITH
 PUMICE CERAMIC TOP

CARVER TEAK 
TOP DETAIL
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our new web site

new sculpture
Two beautiful New Sculptures have just arrived at The Flower Garden.  They 
are both made from corrosion resistant Corten steel.  Both would make a bold 
statement as a feature in any garden or home.  

Visit soon to view more of our sculpture range.

Our new web site is now up and running.  The site has been completely redone in a 
more modern and user friendly way.  Most of our new furniture products of which there 
are many have been loaded in the brands section, accessed by clicking in brands under 
outdoor furniture link on the site.  Please be patient as we are still constructing the search 
by product section of the site.

COCOON SCULPTURE IN CORTEN STEEL
CUBE SCULPTURE IN CORTEN STEEL
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new indoor furniture

Vincent Sheppard Oak Tables 
Beautiful contemporary designs using fine grain European 
Solid Oak and steel.  Not some throw away veneered composite 
board here.  Sustainable, Hungarian, Solid Oak built to last.  
Most of these designs are available in a range of sizes and 
those with steel frames are available in white or black.  The 
Oak is finished with a durable clear matt varnish.
Vincent sheppard produce a wide variety of complimentary 
chairs with matching Oak or Metal legs to coordinate with 
their tables.  See them on display at The Flower Garden from 
mid January.

NEW 2017 VINCENT SHEPPARD ALBERT A TABLE, BLACK FRAME WITH JACK CHAIR

ALBERT A TABLE 
DETAIL

NEW 2017 VINCENT SHEPPARD ALBERT A TABLE WITH AVRIL OAK HB CHAIR

NEW 2017 ALBERT X TABLE, BLACK FRAME WITH CURLY CHAIR

HERBERT SOLID OAK TABLE WITH ASSORTED VINCENT SHEPPARD CHAIRS
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Stay Cool Outdoors this Summer
We all love to live and entertain outdoors, but we cannot forget the harmful effects the 
Sun can have on our skin.  At The Flower Garden, we stock an extensive range of stylish 
and beautifully engineered umbrellas designed to protect you and your family while 
enjoying your outdoor living space.

The Eclipse umbrellas are able to rotate 360° and have 2 tilt positions, offering protection 
from the sun for most of the day.  It is easy to operate with just a turn of the handle to 
open and close, folding neatly back to the mast.  Rotation feature is a simple one hand 
operation.  Their frames are constructed of marine grade anodized aluminium for strength 
and low maintenance.  The fabric shade canopy is made from premium grade solution 
dyed acrylic canvas available in 5 standard colours.  There are sizes available from 2.7m 
to 4m with square and octagonal shapes.  The whole umbrella can be easily removed for 
winter storage or an optional cover is available which covers both mast and canopy in one 
neat package.  We have demonstration models on display at The Flower Garden, see for 
yourself what an effective shade solution they can be.

We have installed many of our side post umbrellas over swimming pools and outdoor 
entertainment areas.  Our installation above at Mandalay featured two of our new 3.5m 
Eclipse umbrellas installed parallel to each other with a detachable gutter between them 
( not pictured ).  This created a shaded area of 3.5m wide x 7m long and prevents water 
runoff during rain between the umbrellas.  If you need shade for your family please call.

Side Post Umbrellas 

The ECLIPSE side post umbrella has 
been designed by a team of engineers  
from Australia.  Their aim was to 
provide the best side post umbrella to the 
Australian market.

NEW 3.5M SQUARE 
ECLIPSE UMBRELLA 

4M OCTAGONAL ECLIPSE IN HALF TILT POSITION 

4M OCTAGONAL ECLIPSE IN FULL TILT POSITION 

shade umbrellas

We were proud to be chosen for this recent Eclipse Umbrella supply and installation at 
MANDALAY HOUSE & GARDEN, an Exclusive Wedding and Event Venue.

www.mandalayhouseandgarden.com 

THREE CENTRE POT UMBRELLAS INSTALLED POOL SIDE IN A DECK

3M SPECTRA CANTILEVER UMBRELLA 

POOL SIDE INSTALL
 SHADE POOL OR SEAT AREA

UMBRELLA BASE PLATE
 INSTALLED FLUSH WITH PAVING
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Gregory’s ref. Page 247 E11, UBD ref. Page 161 Q11

SHAKES ROAD  NAIRNE  SA  5252
p: (08)8388 6126
e: sales@flowergarden.com.au

Spring/ Summer opening times:
September 1 - January 31
Open Friday to Sunday 12 noon to 4pm
Open by appointment : Mon. to Thurs.

Autumn/ Winter opening times:
February 1 - August 31
Open by appointment, please phone first

30% OFF ATLANTIS POTS & URNS
(floor stock only)

20% OFF GLENHAM TEAK BENCHES 
2 SIZES (floor stock only) ASPEN

15% OFF GRID 
MODULAR LOUNGE SETTING

(floor stock only)

MANUTTI SWING SOFA & ARMCHAIRS SETTING 20% OFF  (floor stock only)

30% OFF TRIBU MOOD 
DINING TABLE 220 X 100CM (floor stock only)

SUMMER SALE

30% OFF FRENCH FERMOB RANGE (floor stock only)

30% OFF TRIBÙ MIRTHE
DINING SETTING   (as pictured floor stock only)

SUMMER SALE
6TH - 15TH JANUARY.

Beautiful Spring weather was almost nonexistent in 
2016, because of this we are a little over stocked.  We are 

offering substantial discounts on our quality outdoor 
furniture floor stock during our SALE and a 10%

discount on furniture forward orders that are not in 
stock placed during our sale.

Here is just a small selection of items that are heavily 
discounted in our sale.  Much more to see in store

We now also have a CLEARANCE page on our website 
for one off chairs and discontinued items, with discounts 

of up to 70% it is worth having a look at.
This stock is limited so don’t delay, 
please check opening times below.

35 MINUTES VIA S.E. FREEWAY 
FROM THE TOLLGATE.

50% OFF GENEVA SOUND SYSTEMS
(floor stock only)


